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Abstract. In real-time systems, the capability to achieve short or even
predictable reaction times is essential. In this paper, we take a pragmatic
approach by proposing priority-based scheduling in SDL combined with
a mechanism to suspend and resume SDL agents. More speciﬁcally, we
deﬁne adequate syntactical extensions of SDL and show that they are
compliant with the formal SDL semantics. We have implemented all proposed extensions in our SDL tool chain, consisting of SDL compiler, SDL
runtime environment, and environment interfacing routines, thereby being compatible with model-driven development processes with SDL. In a
series of runtime experiments on sensor nodes, we show that compared to
customary SDL scheduling policies, priority scheduling with suspension
of SDL agents indeed achieves signiﬁcantly shortened reaction times.

1

Introduction

In real-time systems, correctness does not only depend on functional correctness,
but also on the points in time at which results are produced (see [1]). Timeliness
is also crucial in communication networks applying TDMA for medium access,
where nodes transmit frames in their assigned time slots, thereby avoiding frame
collisions, or for eﬃcient duty cycling. To support timeliness, the capability to
achieve short or even predictable reaction times is essential.
SDL [2] is a formal description technique for distributed systems that is also
being advocated for the design of real-time systems. To specify real-time aspects,
SDL oﬀers the notion of global system time, referred to by the function now, and
the concept of SDL timers. However, timer expiry does not yield an instantlyprocessed interrupt; instead, a timer signal is produced and appended to the
input queue of the local agent. In real implementations of SDL models, this timer
semantics may cause substantial delays, thereby inhibiting the timely reaction
of the SDL agent to this event. In particular, delays are caused by three sources:
First, the SDL runtime environment implementing the SDL Virtual Machine
(SVM) has to detect timer expiry, and to place a signal into the corresponding
input queue. Secondly, the receiving agent has to be scheduled and dispatched.
Especially in high load situations with many agents in the SDL system, the
agent’s scheduling delay may be high. Reasons for this potentially high delay are
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that neither does the SDL semantics stipulate a particular scheduling strategy
nor does SDL provide any means to specify preference rules for agents. Thirdly,
there may be further signals in the input queue to be consumed before the timer
signal, which implies that the receiving agent may have to be scheduled more
than once. Similar concerns apply to scenarios where no SDL timers but regular
SDL signals are sent to trigger other SDL agents in a timely fashion.
In this paper, we take a pragmatic approach to improve the real-time capabilities of SDL. More speciﬁcally, we propose SDL extensions that can be used
by the system designer to inﬂuence the agents’ execution order. The ﬁrst extension adds the possibility to assign static priorities to SDL agents, thereby giving
privilege to time-critical tasks and shortening their reaction times even in situations with potentially high system load. The second extension is a mechanism
to suspend and resume SDL agents, thereby reducing system load and thus reaction times in critical time intervals. This way, the problem that a transition of
a low priority agent may be running when a transition of a high priority agent
becomes ﬁreable can be solved.
The work reported in this paper makes the following contributions. First,
we propose SDL extensions to select among several scheduling strategies and to
assign static priorities to SDL agents combined with a mechanism to suspend and
resume agents. For compatibility with existing SDL tools, these extensions are
deﬁned by annotations (see Sect. 3). Also, we address their compliance with the
formal SDL semantics. Secondly, we have implemented all proposed extensions
in our SDL tool chain, consisting of the SDL compiler ConTraST [3], the SDL
Runtime Environment (SdlRE), and the SDL Environment Framework (SEnF)
to interface SDL systems with hardware platforms. Section 4 addresses several
implementation aspects. Thirdly, we have performed runtime experiments in
order to compare the performance of ordinary SDL scheduling policies to priority
scheduling with and without the suspension of low priority agents (Sect. 5). The
experiments provide suﬃcient evidence that the proposed SDL extensions are
necessary and eﬀective. The paper is completed by a survey of related work
(Sect. 2), and conclusions with an outline of future work (Sect. 6).

2

Related Work

In this section, we survey related work. First, we look at approaches exploiting
implementation choices to improve runtime eﬃciency of SDL. Then, we outline
design and analysis techniques to increase predictability of SDL systems.
The improvement of runtime eﬃciency of SDL implementations is extensively
treated in two standard works. In [4], Bræk and Haugen compare the conceptual SDL world to real hardware systems and discuss fundamental diﬀerences,
e.g., limited hardware resources and processing delays. They introduce stepby-step guidelines to distribute SDL systems to several physical entities, and to
dimension hardware resources. They also discuss the software design of SDL, i.e.,
alternatives how to implement SDL constructs, e.g., regarding communication,
concurrency, data types, and the sequential behavior of SDL processes.
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The second standard work by Mitschele-Thiel [5] focusses on performance
engineering. His comprehensive treatment covers diﬀerences between SDL and
real-world implementations, too, and introduces alternatives in the integration
of SDL systems with an operating system (tight, light, bare). He also discusses a
variety of implementation alternatives that inﬂuence runtime eﬃciency.
In addition to these standard works, the eﬃcient implementation of SDL is
addressed, e.g., in [6] and [7]. Topics in [6] are the realization of SDL signals by
method calls and the mapping of SDL entities to physical objects. Since physical
distribution cannot be speciﬁed in SDL, supporting tools have been developed,
e.g., IBM’s deployment editor [8], which is based on UML component diagrams.
To improve predictability of SDL systems, adaptations of the SDL runtime
model and pure analytical approaches that are based on assumptions on runtime
environment and hardware platform have been proposed. In [9], Álvarez et al.
present a more predictable but non-standard-compliant execution model for SDL
to reduce non-determinism of the formal SDL model. Their solution involves the
preemptive and priority-based scheduling of SDL agents. The priority of an agent
is calculated dynamically and depends on signals in its queue and transitions in
the agent’s current state. In order to perform schedulability analysis, transitions
are additionally labeled by their worst case execution time (WCET).
The assignment of process and signal priorities is also suggested in [4]. Some
tools already support priorities, e.g., Cmicro in the IBM Rational SDL Suite [8].
Even though their approach provides an easy way to privilege agents and even
transitions, it is not fully compliant to the SDL semantics. In addition, Cmicro
suﬀers from several language restrictions.
There are also tools supporting tight integrations of an SDL system into an
underlying real-time operating system (RTOS) (cf. Cadvanced integration strategies [8] or Pragmadev’s Real Time Developer Studio [10]). Since such approaches
introduce additional overhead compared to bare integrations, require an additional implementation step, and create a strong bonding between SDL system
and RTOS, we do not go into further detail.
Bozga et al. propose a set of annotations, grouped into assumptions and assertions [11]. These annotations include a priori knowledge about the system’s
environment, such as execution delays and periodicity of external inputs. Additionally, they introduce cyclic and interruptive SDL timers as well as operators to
access timer values. They also combine the concept of transition urgencies with
SDL to inﬂuence the progress of time in simulations. In particular, they suggest
to label transitions as eager, lazy, or delayable. Although this approach increases
the expressiveness of SDL, it is more on the theoretical side, since progress of
time is not controllable in real executions.
In addition, further analytical techniques have been proposed. One example is QSDL that is based on the foundations of queuing theory [12]. Further
approaches include timed automata [13] and tasked networks [14]. Thereby, wellknown analytical methods, e.g., known from model checking, are brought into
the context of SDL. However, most analytical methods consider execution delays
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Fig. 1. Gap between SDL’s formal semantics and the behavior on real hardware

within single transitions only and ignore overhead of the runtime system (e.g.,
the selection of ﬁreable transitions).
To our knowledge, our approach is the ﬁrst to provide priority scheduling
combined with temporary suspension of low-priority agents. Diﬀerent from the
analytical approaches, it covers the explicit conﬁguration of SDL runtime models and is fully implemented in an operational SDL tool chain. Unlike existing
implementations and the standard works on implementing SDL, our focus is
not on more eﬃcient implementations of SDL, but on customized, transparent
scheduling of SDL agents compliant with the SDL standard [2]. Moreover, our
realization with low-power sensor nodes does not rely on an underlying (realtime) operating system, but states a bare integration on hardware, thereby being
more eﬃcient and controllable.

3

Scheduling Strategies in SDL

This section introduces annotation-based extensions to SDL to increase the language’s expressiveness [15]. They are part of an ongoing research process with
the objective to bring SDL further towards real-time systems. The presented annotations enrich system speciﬁcations with information conﬁguring the system’s
scheduling strategy. By introducing priority scheduling, we establish a basis to
privilege time-critical tasks. With the suspension of low priority agents, we provide additional measures to shorten reaction times further.
3.1

Problem Statement

The scheduling of SDL agents is a crucial step when implementing the concurrent runtime model of SDL, since it is critical with respect to reaction times
and compliance with deadlines. Fig. 1 illustrates the gap between SDL’s concurrent runtime model and its sequentialized execution on real hardware. The
ﬁgure is subdivided into three parts: The left part shows the speciﬁcation of a
ﬁnite state machine (FSM), e.g., in the context of an SDL process. Transitions
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within one FSM are executed sequentially and must not be interrupted by another transition of the same FSM (run-to-completion). The middle part of Fig. 1
shows the runtime model of SDL that is speciﬁed by Abstract State Machines
(ASMs) in the dynamic semantics [2]. The formal semantics deﬁnes three types
of ASM agents (SDL AgentSets, SDL Agents, and Links) that are executed concurrently and autonomously by the SDL Virtual Machine (SVM). Nevertheless,
the concurrency has to be eliminated by a certain scheduling strategy when the
SDL system is executed on real hardware, e.g., on a single-core platform (cf.
right part in Fig. 1), which is common in many application areas such as wireless sensor networks. In general, asynchronous concurrency and the vague notion
of execution time allow arbitrary scheduling strategies – preemptive as well as
non-preemptive – for the sequentialization of SDL agents. However, SDL itself
provides no means to specify a particular scheduling strategy.
In our approach, we introduce extensions to SDL, enabling the selection and
conﬁguration of the scheduling strategy that is suitable for the concrete scenario.
Thereby, scheduling of agents is not only more transparent, but also manipulable
by the system developer. In addition, the approach provides the option to privilege certain agents and to temporarily suspend low priority agents in order to
speed up time-critical reactions. Further objectives are compatibility with existing tools and the exploit of SDL’s semantical freedom. Particularly, we leave the
behavior of input ports, which is often manipulated when introducing priorities
in SDL (e.g., in [9]), unchanged.
3.2

Supported Scheduling Strategies

When implementing SDL, there is in general no restriction on the scheduling
strategy to be used. However, if the whole language is to be supported, oﬀline time-triggered scheduling strategies are to be rejected and event-triggered
strategies are the only remaining alternative to deal with SDL’s actor model.
We have devised a scheduling framework within the SDL Runtime Environment (SdlRE), our implementation of the SVM, which currently supports three
dynamic, non-idling, and non-preemptive scheduling strategies [16]. This means
that scheduling decisions are made at runtime, that no idling periods are allowed
if there are agents with pending tasks, and that an executed agent must return
control to the runtime environment, since there is no enforced interruption of an
agent’s execution (cooperative scheduling). Although non-preemptive strategies
can handle less scheduling problems, we do not support preemptive algorithms,
since they require more overhead at runtime (coordination, restrictive synchronization of shared variables, . . . ), and are harder to implement and analyze than
non-preemptive ones [17].
Non-preemptive Round Robin (NP-RR). With the non-preemptive round
robin scheduling strategy (NP-RR), all agents of the system, i.e. SDL Agents,
SDL AgentSets, and Links, are executed in a cyclic manner [18]. The order
within the cycle is given by the agents’ initialization order, which depends on the
SDL tool chain and therefore cannot be prescribed during system design. NP-RR
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system SimpleSystem
/*
SCHEDULING:
strategy = round-robin;
*/

SimpleBlock

Fig. 2. Global scheduling policy in head symbol of the SDL system

reﬂects the SDL runtime model one-to-one, in the sense that every agent decides
by itself if there is something to do, e.g., if there are SDL signals to process. Note
that this is no necessary condition for compliance with SDL’s semantics, since
an agent without a ﬁreable transition does not show any reaction from an outer
point of view. Because many agents are executed without any pending signal,
NP-RR usually suﬀers from low eﬃciency.
To select NP-RR as scheduling strategy in an SDL system, we specify a
scheduling policy in the system’s head symbol (see Fig. 2). The policy is speciﬁed as annotation, i.e., as formal SDL comment, thereby being compatible with
existing SDL tools. Inside the annotation, the keyword SCHEDULING marks the
beginning of a scheduling policy and is used in our tool chain as indicator to
evaluate the annotation (see Sect. 4). Subsequent to this keyword, a set of parameters to choose and conﬁgure a desired scheduling strategy follows. In Fig. 2,
there is only one parameter assigned, setting the scheduling strategy to NP-RR
(strategy = round-robin).
Agent-based First Come First Served (FCFS). Compliance of the SVM’s
implementation with SDL’s semantics does not require the one-to-one mapping
of all types of ASM agents. Particularly, it is usual to omit the scheduling and
dispatching of SDL AgentSets and Links and to ﬂatten the system’s hierarchy,
i.e., to transport signals directly between SDL Agents holding the actual FSM
that is speciﬁed by the developer. In these realizations, the functionality provided by SDL AgentSets and Links is moved into service primitives of the SDL
runtime system. Regarding eﬃciency, it is even recommended to implement a
more demand-driven scheduling strategy, i.e., to execute SDL Agents only when
they hold ﬁreable transitions.
The agent-based first come first served (FCFS) strategy realizes such a demand-driven scheduling in SdlRE [18]. It maintains a queue containing all agents
with pending signals.1 In steady state, there are only SDL Agents in the queue.
SDL AgentSets and Links are only executed explicitly if new system structures
are created (e.g., during system startup or dynamic process instantiation). If an
SDL signal is put into the input port of an agent and the agent is not yet in the
1

SdlRE also supports other types of transition triggers like continuous signals.
However, it is often not easy to decide whether (and when) corresponding conditions
yield true (e.g., if the condition contains now). Thus, such language features can
hardly be treated in a pure demand-driven way.
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queue, it is inserted at the end of the queue. On the other hand, if the agent is
already enqueued, the signal is inserted in the input port of the agent without
changing the agent’s position in the queue. Thereby, the resulting execution
order is fair on agent level. Compared to NP-RR, execution order of agents
with FCFS is signiﬁcantly more transparent. However, if two agents become
ﬁreable simultaneously, e.g., if two timers expire at the same point in time, the
behavior of the SDL model also depends on the SDL tool chain. In particular, the
system designer can not enforce a desired order in this case. Similar to NP-RR
scheduling, FCFS is selected in the system’s head symbol (strategy = fcfs).
This is also the default scheduling strategy in our SVM implementation.
Priority Scheduling. In many systems, privilege of critical tasks has to be
provided instead of fairness. Particularly, in event-triggered real-time systems,
priority-based scheduling is an indispensable precondition for the timely execution of critical tasks and the shortening of their reaction times.
With priority scheduling, SdlRE provides a scheduling strategy with ﬁxed
priorities that are assigned on agent level. In particular, only SDL Agents can be
conﬁgured with explicit priorities. SDL AgentSets and Links always run with
system-wide highest priority, since they are executed only when then system
structure changes (cf. FCFS strategy). For the same reason, the initiation of SDL
Agents is privileged with highest priority as well. Thus, the ﬁnal priority of an
SDL Agent is assigned after the execution of its start transition.
Even with priorities, there are still situations in which system behavior is
nondeterministic. In particular, FCFS is used within each priority class, i.e. if
two timers in two agents of same priority expire simultaneously, the execution
order is not prescribed by the speciﬁcation. However, such situations can be
resolved by the designer by assigning diﬀerent priorities.
In contrast to signal priorities in Cmicro [8], priority scheduling leaves the
consumption order of signals in an input port unchanged. Particularly, the semantics of priority inputs is untouched [2]. Thereby, SDL’s implementation
freedom is exploited while remaining compliant to its formal semantics.2
Similar to NP-RR and FCFS, the system developer selects priority scheduling
by setting strategy = static-priorities in the SDL system’s head symbol
(see Fig. 3). In addition, priority scheduling provides parameters that the developer has to conﬁgure during system design, namely the number of priority
levels (levels = 5) and the default priority of SDL Agents (priority = 1).
By setting levels to a concrete natural number, the range of valid priorities
is determined, which is from 0 (highest priority) to levels-1 (lowest priority).
Default priorities are used for SDL Agents without explicit priority assignment.
The assignment of priorities to SDL Agents is also deﬁned by the developer
in terms of annotations. For this purpose, several possibilities exist on various
levels of the system hierarchy to allow priority assignments in a ﬂexible way.
In general, a priority is assigned in an SDL comment symbol that is connected
2

We assume that the system is not overloaded permanently. Otherwise, there is no
guarantee that a low-priority agent is eventually executed.
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Fig. 3. Priority scheduling: Strategy is selected and conﬁgured in the head symbol of
the SDL system. Priorities are directly assigned to SDL components.

to a corresponding SDL component (see Fig. 3). Again, annotations within the
comment symbol start with the keyword SCHEDULING, followed by priority =
<priority> (e.g., PrioBlock in Fig. 3). They can be associated with services,3
processes, and blocks, in each case with instantiations as well as type deﬁnitions.
If a priority is assigned to both type deﬁnition and instantiation, the instantiation’s priority overrides the type deﬁnition’s priority, resulting in an unambiguous priority assignment (cf. ptPrio and p2:ptPrio in Fig. 3). Otherwise, the
instantiation gets the priority of the type deﬁnition (cf. p1:ptPrio in Fig. 3).
Although priorities are assigned at design time, the priorities of the resulting
SDL Agents must be determined at runtime, since they are in general optional
and depend on the agents’ positions in the system hierarchy. In particular, the
priority of an SDL Agent is determined according to the following constraints of
the SDL speciﬁcation, where the evaluation is applied in descending order:
1. If a priority is assigned to the SDL process or it contains services with
assigned priorities, then the resulting SDL Agent gets the highest priority of
all these assigned priorities.
2. If a process inherits from another process with assigned priority, the resulting SDL Agent gets the priority of the supertype. If the inheritance aﬀects
multiple levels, the priority is evaluated from bottom to top.
3. If a priority is assigned to the block speciﬁcation containing the process,
the resulting SDL Agent gets the block’s priority (cf. process p in Fig. 3).
If there is a hierarchical nesting of blocks, the process priority is evaluated
from bottom to top.
4. If there is no priority assigned at all, the default priority is used as deﬁned
in the system’s head symbol.
3

Since SDL 2000, services are replaced by state aggregations [2]. Due to missing tool
support, we still refer to services.
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Suspension of Agents

All scheduling strategies supported by SdlRE are non-preemptive, leading to an
eﬃcient implementation with less runtime overhead. However, the non-preemptive scheduling delays the execution of high-priority agents until the currently
running transition is ﬁnished.
To solve this problem and to speed up reaction times of high-priority agents
further, priority scheduling in SdlRE provides the option to temporarily suspend
agents according to their priority level. By this approach, system load can be
reduced prior to an expected time-critical task, e.g., before time resynchronization starts. For this purpose, two SDL procedures, Suspend and Resume, have
been speciﬁed, building a wrapper to corresponding scheduler functions in the
SdlRE. The Suspend procedure provides a priority level as parameter, which
states the borderline between agents that are dispatched further and agents that
are (temporarily) prevented from execution. By calling the Resume procedure,
all suspended agents are released.
In general, the decision to suspend particular agents from execution should be
taken from some central components with scenario-speciﬁc knowledge. By enabling the suspension of agents by means of SDL procedures, components taking
this decision can be speciﬁed in SDL during system design, e.g., in a centralized
SDL process. Thereby, application knowledge and the system’s current state can
be taken into account to decide which agents are to be suspended.
3.4

Dealing with the SDL Environment

According to SDL’s semantics, it is assumed that the SDL environment has
one or more agent instances [2]. In our implementation of the environment,
the SDL Environment Framework (SEnF), there is exactly one agent. Diﬀerent
from ordinary agents within the SDL system, the environment agent requires a
special treatment, since it can be triggered by external events, e.g., a hardware
interrupt. Therefore, when searching for an appropriate scheduling strategy for
SDL systems, the question arises how to schedule the environment.
A naive solution might be the execution of the environment agent in idle times
of the system, i.e., when no other agent is executable. This solution corresponds
to a priority-based solution, at which the environment agent has lowest priority.
However, in cases of temporary intra-system load, system input/output would
be delayed signiﬁcantly, which is not acceptable for many scenarios. Another
solution would be the immediate execution of the environment agent each time
a signal is pending to/from the environment, which corresponds to the assignment of the highest priority in a priority-based solution. But this solution may
cause problems in case of polling hardware drivers and can also lead to overload
within the system, since adding additional load from the environment to the
system would be privileged. In sum, there is no generic solution to handle the
environment, since the best strategy depends on the speciﬁc scenario as well as
the used hardware platform. We propose again an annotation-based solution to
let the system developer decide how to deal with the environment during load
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situations. In particular, we extend the presented scheduling annotations with
three optional parameters that are speciﬁed in the system’s head symbol:
– env-signal_in-threshold: Number of signals in the environment’s input
port that enforces the execution of the environment agent.
– env-signal_out-threshold: Threshold on the number of signals generated
by the environment that are to be sent to the SDL system. Exceeding this
value enforces the execution of the environment agent.
– env-agent-threshold: Number of non-environment agent executions that
enforces the execution of the environment agent. This parameter deﬁnes a
maximal interval (in terms of number of agent executions) between subsequent executions of the environment agent.
In general, smaller numbers lead to faster reactions. However, too small numbers
may increase system load in situations in which load is already high. Therefore,
adequate planning and load estimations are required to determine a suitable
conﬁguration. Compared to a scheduling of the SDL environment with one static
priority, the solution based on thresholds is stronger and more ﬂexible.

4

Implementation Aspects

In this section, we outline the implementation of the proposed extensions of SDL.
Components and dependencies of our tool chain are illustrated in Fig. 4. The ﬁgure shows an excerpt of SDL-MDD (SDL-Model Driven Development), a holistic
and domain-speciﬁc development process with SDL [19]. The excerpt starts with
the Platform-Independent Model (PIM), a functionally complete SDL speciﬁcation. Next, the PIM is transformed to the Platform-Specific Model (PSM), by
adding hardware-speciﬁc aspects, e.g., to interface with speciﬁc communication
technologies, and by adding scheduling aspects as introduced in Sect. 3. This
transformation is partially guided by a set of heuristics, and supported by reuse
approaches, e.g., SDL design patterns and SDL micro protocols. To generate
code, the PSM is ﬁrst transformed to SDL-PR format, using the IBM Rational
SDL Suite, which accepts and preserves the annotations specifying scheduling aspects as (formal) comments. With the code transpiler ConTraST [3], the SDL-PR
format is then automatically transformed to Runtime-Independent Code (RIC),
the C++ representation of the SDL system.
To incorporate the proposed SDL annotations into the generated code, we
have modiﬁed and extended ConTraST. Before generating the C++ representation, ConTraST checks the correctness of the annotations’ syntax and applies
additional semantic checks, e.g., if an assigned priority is in the range of allowed
priority levels. Afterwards, annotations regarding scheduling are grouped into
runtime-independent and runtime-dependent annotations. Runtime-independent
annotations describe static conﬁguration parameters (e.g., the selected scheduling strategy) and are transformed into C macros. Thereby, they are already considered at compile time, decreasing the overhead at runtime. Runtime-dependent
annotations are more dynamic in the sense that the corresponding conﬁguration
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Fig. 4. Model-driven development with SDL and its annotation-based extensions

parameter must be determined at runtime. An example of a runtime-dependent
annotation is the priority of an agent.
The RIC is complemented by the SDL Runtime Environment (SdlRE) and the
SDL Environment Framework (SEnF). SdlRE, our implementation of the SVM,
coordinates the execution of agents and the delivery of SDL signals. SEnF provides environment interfacing routines speciﬁc to the selected hardware platform,
for instance for communication devices. To realize the scheduling annotations,
we have modiﬁed and extended SdlRE and SEnF. In particular, an extensible scheduling framework with a well-deﬁned interface was incorporated into
SdlRE, in which, up to now, three scheduling strategies have been integrated
(see Sect. 3).
To obtain Platform-Specific Code (PSC), SdlRE, SEnF, and the RIC are compiled by a platform-speciﬁc compiler, and linked. The generated ﬁle is then deployed on the hardware platform, and executed.

5

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present quantitative evaluations of priority scheduling with
and without suspension of agents, and demonstrate the beneﬁts regarding response times and predictability of critical tasks in comparison to NP-RR and
FCFS. In a ﬁrst series of experiments, we measure the accuracy of SDL timers,
i.e., the amount of time the consumption of SDL timer signals is delayed. In a
second series of experiments, we investigate the precedence of signal chains. In
both cases, we use SDL benchmark speciﬁcations for better comparison, and run
the experiments on sensor nodes that are fully controlled by SEnF and SdlRE.
The results show that our implementation is fully operational, and that the
proposed extensions are necessary and eﬀective.
All evaluations are done by benchmark experiments on a customary Imote2
sensor node [20] (on the right-hand side of Fig. 1). The Imote2 is equipped with
32 kB SRAM, 32 MB ﬂash memory, additional 32 MB SDRAM, and a single-core
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Fig. 5. Deviations of timer signals’ actual consumption times from nominal values.
Notice that (a) and (b) use diﬀerent time scales.

XScale CPU, providing clock rates up to 416 MHz. The measured data values are
sent to a PC via serial interface. To obtain reproducible results, further external
interfaces are disabled. The evaluated SDL systems are deployed on the sensor
node without further underlying operating system (bare integration). Thereby,
all inﬂuences on the measured values, like interrupt handling and execution order
of agents, are fully controlled by SEnF and SdlRE.
5.1

Accuracy of SDL Timers

This benchmark examines the deviation of SDL timers from their nominal values.
The evaluated SDL system includes three SDL process instances of the same
type, each instance setting a periodical timer to absolute and identical points in
time. To each process instance, a diﬀerent priority is assigned, deﬁning an order
of precedence between the agents at runtime. In addition, further processes with
lower priority are added to the system to quantify the impact of load.
The results of this scenario are shown in Fig. 5 for all supported scheduling
strategies. For priority scheduling, the plots distinguish between scheduling without suspension (named priorities) and with suspension (named suspension).
In Fig. 5a, timer deviations from their nominal values are shown without further
system load, where in Fig. 5b, random load was added to the system. In case of
priority scheduling with suspension, load-generating agents are suspended from
execution. Both plots illustrate, for every SDL timer, the average, minimum,
and maximum deviation of timer signal consumption times from their nominal
values. Each bar is based on 6000 measured samples.
In both plots, deviations are always greater than 0 ms due to the overhead of
selecting agent and transition. Both plots also show that average deviations and
jitter are signiﬁcantly higher when NP-RR is used. This is due to the scheduling
of all agents with NP-RR, independent of signals in their input queue.
In case of no load (Fig. 5a), deviations with FCFS are in general comparable to
deviations with priority scheduling. With FCFS, the precedence order between
agents does not ﬁt to the developer’s requirements, since priorities can not be
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considered. However, there is also a clearly visible order when using FCFS (H –
middle deviations, M – smallest deviations, L – largest deviations). This can be
traced back to the process speciﬁcation order in the SDL-PR ﬁle, a tool-speciﬁc
property that is hardly ascertainable and inﬂuenceable during the creation of the
SDL system. Since the system is free of background load, there is no necessity
to suspend low-priority agents, thus, the results of priority scheduling without
and with suspension are similar.
When load is added to the system (Fig. 5b), priority scheduling shows its
full potential. Diﬀerent from NP-RR and FCFS, average deviations and jitter
increase signiﬁcantly slower, since load-generating agents have lower priority,
resulting in less inﬂuence in the consumption time of the considered agents’
timer signals. In particular, average deviations increase by a factor of about 0.7
with priority scheduling (without suspension), where deviations with NP-RR and
FCFS increase by factors of 3 up to 13. Comparing the average deviations with
priority scheduling without suspension against FCFS, the high priority agent is
executed 4.6 ms earlier (0.6 ms vs. 5.2 ms). This impressive number illustrates the
need for priority-based scheduling in SDL. Although the degradation of timer accuracy is signiﬁcantly smaller when using priority scheduling without suspension,
the jitter is higher in comparison to the experiments without load, since loadgenerating transitions cannot be interrupted. This problem is solved by priority
scheduling with suspension of low-priority agents. In particular, scheduling with
suspension does not show any diﬀerence when load is added to the system, resulting in substantially more accurate and load-independent consumption times
of timer signals, and thus in more predictable system behavior.
5.2

Prioritized Signal Exchange

In this scenario, the main focus is on the functional evaluation of NP-RR, FCFS,
and priority scheduling by evaluating timing behavior of signal exchange within
the SDL system. Therefore, we introduce the term signal chain to be a sequence
C = s1 , s2 , . . . , sn  of signals, started by signal s1 , such that consumption of
signal si triggers the output of si+1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The evaluated SDL system processes three identical signal chains Cj = sj,1 , . . . , sj,n , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, where
s1,i , s2,i , and s3,i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n) are processed by identical components (SDL
processes and services) with diﬀerent assigned priorities. Each signal chain triggers a total of 14 transitions, allocated into 5 SDL services and 9 SDL processes.
By using inheritance and priority annotations on several hierarchy levels (blocks
↔ processes ↔ services), the correct implementation of priority scheduling as
described in Sect. 3.2 is validated.
Figure 6 shows completion times of the three signal chains for FCFS, NP-RR,
and priority scheduling without suspension. For each scheduling strategy, every
signal chain is completed 4000 times. Because no random load was added to
the system, completion times only have a small jitter. As expected, completion
times with NP-RR are in general signiﬁcantly higher due to the (non-required)
execution of idling agents. In case of NP-RR and FCFS scheduling, there are
only marginal diﬀerences in completion times of the three chains, where the
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precedence order between tasks is clearly observable in case of priority scheduling. Particularly, the completion time of the high-priority chain is 6.4 times (2.5
times) shorter than the completion time with NP-RR (FCFS) scheduling. Thus,
reaction times on critical events are signiﬁcantly shorter.
To demonstrate the diﬀerences in scheduling with FCFS and priority-based
scheduling, Fig. 7 depicts showcase signal progresses per signal chain. With
FCFS, signal progress is nearly in lockstep, since the scheduling of agents follows their activation order. In contrast, priority scheduling executes agents with
ﬁreable transitions according to their priority. Thereby, the high priority chain
is ﬁnished even before signal forwarding of other chains starts.

6

Conclusions

When executing the concurrent runtime model of SDL on a concrete hardware
platform, scheduling of the system’s agents becomes necessary. Often, this step
is applied in an unpredictable and tool-speciﬁc way. In this paper, we have introduced annotation-based extensions to SDL, which enable the developer to better
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control the execution order of agents by choosing and conﬁguring appropriate
scheduling strategies. In particular, we have introduced priority-based scheduling
of SDL agents combined with a mechanism for their temporary suspension. The
presented approach exploits the implementation freedom of SDL while still being compliant with its semantics. Furthermore, the approach is compatible with
existing tools and incorporated into SDL-MDD, our model-driven development
approach with SDL [19].
By the realization of a priority-based scheduling strategy, measures were introduced to privilege time-critical tasks and to suspend low-priority agents.
Thereby, average as well as worst case reaction times of critical tasks can be
reduced enormously, bringing SDL an important step closer to real-time system
development. In experimental evaluations on customary sensor nodes, the beneﬁts of priority scheduling with and without suspension were demonstrated. For
instance, on a system with random load, consumption delays of expired critical SDL timers were more than 10 times smaller than consumption delays with
FCFS scheduling.
During our experiments, it turned out that the priority of the SDL environment agent has a large impact on the predictability of reaction times. Here, pure
priority scheduling with a single, static priority of the environment agent is not
suﬃcient. With environment signal thresholds, we have presented an approach
that distinguishes between input and output signals to and from the environment. This approach can be seen as a generalization of static priority scheduling:
usually, the environment agent has the lowest priority, but obtains the highest
priority if the threshold is exceeded - a step towards dynamic priority scheduling.
The SDL extensions proposed in this paper are an important, but not yet sufﬁcient step towards hard real-time system development with SDL. First, tasks
often consist of several related transitions, which may be associated with diﬀerent SDL agents. If these SDL agents have diﬀerent priorities, task execution can
not be performed in a timely manner. Secondly, to design hard real-time systems,
Worst-Case Execution Times (WCETs) must be known. While it is already difﬁcult to determine WCETs for single transition bodies, it is even more diﬃcult
if the assumption that agent scheduling takes no time is dropped. Thirdly, agent
priorities have to be assigned dynamically, if they are time-dependent, or if they
depend on the current system state. For instance, an SDL process performing
network synchronization should be privileged during resynchronization phases
only. In summary, these points call for dynamic priorities, a notion of task in
SDL, and WCETs of tasks. We will address these topics in our future work.
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